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SUMMARY

When people mix up with a new ethnic group, many problems occur. Historically, people moved

around the world and try to be part of a new society, but different culture and difference of ethnicity

prevented people from integrating to their new place. According to J.F. Steiner, different looks and

skin colour, makes it difficult for people to merge into new society. Therefore, many problems have

occurred by immigrants in the world, and one of the significant events was BREXIT of United

Kingdom. I was in UK when the vote was made and saw what happened, and there I realise how

people’s thoughts can affect politics. At the same time, Japan is entering to an aging society with low

birth-rate, and it is one of the urgent problem to get more labour force. However, Japan is only

accepting few immigrants at this moment, while it should be one of the means to solve the problem.

Here, I assume that one of the major reasons that Japan won’t allow immigrants, is that the

government thinks citizens don’t want immigrants to come into Japan. Thus, I will examine what

Japanese citizens think about immigrants and immigration policy, by taking a questioner.

The questioner consists with 7 questions with four main issues behind it. The main four issues are,

culture, employment, safety, and welfare. Questions are made one each for these issues and there is a

few more questions to see how people think about immigration policy. Q1: would you prefer a big

change with risk, or stability. Q2: would you agree or disagree if government declared a policy that

companies should use English as their main language instead of Japanese. Q3: what do you think if

Japan decide a liberalization of movement between some countries. Q4: do you want to live in a city

where many foreigners live, or a city without them. Q5: What do you think about giving welfare

services to immigrants, referring to the case of UK. Q6-1: what do you expect most for accepting

immigrants. Q6-2: what do you worry most for accepting immigrants. Q7: would you agree or

disagree about Japan accepting immigrants.

According to the results, I will consider how people thinks about immigration policy in Japan.

Overall, more than 70% of the people agreed to accept immigrants. However, more than 50% of the

people said that there also should be some regulations.

Thus, I will argue about what is the point that people are worrying about accepting immigrants.

First, I made 5 groups according to their back grounds. Male white-collar worker, female

white-collar worker, house wives, male university students and female university students. Next, I

considered the answers for each group and compared, according to the four elements. First, in terms

of safety, four groups except male white-collar worker, answered that safety is the most anxious

element for accepting immigration. 50% of the male university students also answered to Q4 that

they do not want to live in a city with foreigners, which seems that University students are feeling

uncomfortable about living with non-Japanese people, and they are feeling anxious about it. On the

other hand, house wives also claimed that they are concerned about safety, but they were also

interested in living with a multicultural environment if it is safe. The next element is culture, where
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group of male white-collar worker is outstanding. Refer to Q6-2, 50% of the people answered that

they are most concerned about cultural clash. Additionally, there were no one who wanted to live

with foreigners according to Q4, and they were also against Japanese companies to use English

instead of Japanese. At the same time, Male university students gave a similar answer. The

difference between these two groups are, according to the comments, the former is concerned more

about cultural clash in a wider term such as Japan’s culturally closed society. On the other hand,

university students were more worried of their own matter, such as difficulty of using English and

conflicts with foreigners.

The next topic is welfare. overall, this is not a big issue in Japan, as there are only few

immigrants in Japan currently and there is no actual feeling that welfare service is taken by

immigrants. However, according to Q5, house wives are against to the situation that they won’t be

able to get the welfare service, and they require certain regulations to prevent it. At the same time,

University students think that immigrants have the right to receive welfare service, but are concerned

that the Japan’s welfare system will break because of immigrants. Therefore, some of them are also

concerned about welfare according to Q6-2. At last, talking about employment, there was no

evidence to show that people are concerned about employment. However, it is too simple to

conclude in that way, because there are writings that shows that might turn into conflict once

immigrants are accepted. The main evidence is the writings from Q2 by university students. They

complained that it would be unfair if companies use English instead of Japanese. They believe that

their employment is protected by language where they can take advantage against immigrants. Thus,

I will conclude that government should be aware of this fact if they are thinking of some policy for

language.

In conclusion, Japanese people think that accepting immigrants are necessary, but at the same time

they think unlimited acceptance should be avoided. Their concerns are in a different point and this

may lead to many discontent, once immigrants are started to be accepted. Therefore, the government

should make policies carefully and consider citizen’s thoughts. However, it is a different matter that

whether immigrants want to come to Japan to work. The balance of the two, both Japanese citizens

and the immigrants, may be the key to work out this matter.


